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Computational systems should be able to perceive the world 
like we do, by combining auditory and visual inputs

● For audio event classification, 

audio events usually co-occur with visual actions
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Computational systems should be able to perceive the world 
like we do, by combining auditory and visual inputs

● For audio event classification, 

audio events usually co-occur with visual actions

● For speech recognition,

visual input provides more context to what is being said

HYPOTHESIS: and then cut this piece on top of your shirt

ref: Gabeur et al., INTERSPEECH 2022, 
AVATAR: Unconstrained Audiovisual Speech Recognition 5



Computational systems should be able to perceive the world 
like we do, by combining auditory and visual inputs

● For audio event classification, 

audio events usually co-occur with visual actions

● For speech recognition,

visual input provides more context to what is being said

HYPOTHESIS: and then cut the sleeves on top of your shirt

6ref: Gabeur et al., INTERSPEECH 2022, 
AVATAR: Unconstrained Audiovisual Speech Recognition

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFCdO3SDs9g&t=23


Computational systems should be able to perceive the world 
like we do, by combining auditory and visual inputs

● For audio event classification, 

audio events usually co-occur with visual actions

● For speech recognition,

visual input provides more context to what is being said

… which is why audio-visual representation learning is meaningful.
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Contrastive Audio-visual Learning

Audio 
Encoder

Video 
Encoder
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Contrastive Audio-visual Learning
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Contrastive Audio-visual Learning

Audio 
Encoder

Video 
Encoder

notable works include: AVID-CMA and GDT in action 

recognition, and VisualVoice in speech separation

Audio & video frames from the same source
as positive pairs
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.12943
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.04298
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.03149


Audio-visual Fusion

Audio 
Encoder

Video 
Encoder

Fusion 
Encoder
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AV-HuBERT

● Uses k-means quantization of audio MFCC 
features as target of fusion encoder

credit: Wei-Ning Hsu, 
https://aaai-sas-2022.github.io/static/media/Weining_Hsu_aaai2022_talk.7ac27a4c.pdf 
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MAViL (NeurIPS 2023) Paper link:

● new state-of-the-art on audio event classification & 
audio-to-video retrieval
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Existing audio-visual models are designed for different tasks

MAViL AV-HuBERT

Speech Recognition:
“We already use artificial intelligence…”

Audio Event:
Electric Guitar

References:
[1] MAVIL: https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.08071

[2] AV-HuBERT: https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.02184 
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We can do all these tasks with one system: 
Our brains!

→ How far are we from a model
that can similarly generalize?
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The AV-SUPERB benchmark:

Evaluation Protocol
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View representations as the output of feature extractors:

Parameters frozen,
used as feature extractor

Audio-visual
Model
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View representations as the output of feature extractors:

frozen

Audio-visual
Model

Audio Features

Video Features

Fusion Features
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Each type of feature is evaluated on five tasks:

Audio-visual
Model

Audio Features Video Features

Fusion Features

Audio Event 
Classification

Action 
Recognition

Speech
Recognition

Speaker
Verification

Emotion 
Recognition
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Train a small prediction head for each task:

2-layer biLSTM

“and then cut the 
sleeves on top of 

your shirt”

Audio Event 
Classification

Action 
Recognition

Speech
Recognition

Speaker
Verification

Emotion 
Recognition
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Train a small prediction head for each task:

mean pooling +
2-layer Linear

“Same speaker” /
“Different speaker”

mean pooling +
2-layer Linear

mean pooling +
2-layer Linear

Speaker 
classification

Training: Inference:

Audio Event 
Classification

Action 
Recognition

Speech
Recognition

Speaker
Verification

Emotion 
Recognition
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The AV-SUPERB benchmark:
Some Noteworthy Findings
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1. Existing pretrained SSL models do not generalize to all 
tasks

Evaluate 5 pretrained SSL models 
from different domains, with 
handcrafted features as baselines
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1. Existing pretrained SSL models do not generalize to all 
tasks

MAViL AV-HuBERT

Audio Event 
Classification

Automatic Speech 
Recognition

Audio Event 
Classification

Automatic Speech 
Recognition
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1. Existing pretrained SSL models do not generalize to all 
tasks

MAViL AV-HuBERT

Audio Event 
Classification

Automatic Speech 
Recognition

Audio Event 
Classification

Automatic Speech 
Recognition

likely due to domain of training data 
and restrictive design choices
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2. Intermediate-task finetuning can help but does not 
completely solve the problem

Audio Event 
Classification

Intermediate Task

Audio-visual
Model

Full finetuning

Pred. head Audio
Event Type

Speech
Recognition

Downstream Task
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2. Intermediate-task finetuning can help but does not 
completely solve the problem

2-layer 
biLSTM

“and then cut the 
sleeves on top of 

your shirt”
Fusion Features

(from finetuned model)

Audio Event 
Classification

Intermediate Task

Speech
Recognition

Downstream Task
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2. Intermediate-task finetuning can help but does not 
completely solve the problem

Ref: our preprint 30

https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.10787


3. Representations from the last layer may be suboptimal

…

Transformer Layer 1

…

Transformer Layer 2

Transformer Layer N

…

Fusion 
Encoder

…
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3. Representations from the last layer may be suboptimal

…

Transformer Layer 1

…

Transformer Layer 2

Transformer Layer N

…
…

We use a learnable weighted 
sum of all intermediate layer 
representations
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For AV-HuBERT fusion features, the peniultimate layer often contributes more

3. Representations from the last layer may be suboptimal

Heatmap of learned weights for each downstream dataset 33



What’s next?
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● Including more realistic, useful, or fundamental tasks, 

such as retrieval, localisation, etc.

● Fairer comparision of models by unifying their training data, objective 

functions, or model architectures.
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Check out our preprint on arXiv:

● Accepted to ICASSP 2024!
● In progress: an evaluation platform for researchers to benchmark new models

Paper link
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Thank you for listening!
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